As an indispensable actuator, the hydraulic cylinder has widespread industrial applications in mechanical engineering. The cushion characteristics of hydraulic cylinder directly affect its performance and reliability, especially the one utilized in hydraulic system with fast response, high flow rate, and instantaneous super power. In order to analyze the cushion characteristics, three different simulation models are established. Furthermore, experiments concerning the pressure characteristics of hydraulic cylinder are accomplished to verify the validation of simulation models. It was found that the integrated simulation model had the highest precision and CFD model showed better pattern of cushion process compared with other models. On the basis of the integrated simulation model, plunger structure and key structural parameters were studied in detail with optimal schemes given. The conical structure, proper design of the diameter of cushion hole, and length of plunger turned out to be effective in promoting the cushion performance. The proposed simulation models and research of cushion structure have scientific and engineering value to promote the innovative development of hydraulic cylinder.
Introduction
Hydraulic cylinder has been widely applied as an important executive component in mechanical engineering [1] . Even though it is popular to employ, the severe hydraulic shock in hydraulic cylinder can easily cause mechanical failure and accident, especially in instantaneous large power hydraulic operating mechanism [2, 3] . Various cushion schemes of hydraulic cylinder prove to be available to weaken the influence of hydraulic shock. Therefore, the study of cushion characteristics is essential to promote the performance and reliability of hydraulic cylinder.
The cushion scheme of hydraulic cylinder can be basically divided into cushion inside cylinder and cushion outside cylinder. Cushion outside cylinder requires extra control components which make the hydraulic system complicated [4, 5] . Besides, research mainly focusing on the control strategy requires different control components to fulfil the control task which increases the overall cost [6] [7] [8] . Whereas, cushion inside cylinder utilizes the area between cushion plunger and cushion hole to implement cushion process without extra components for simpler structure and less control fault [9, 10] . The hydraulic cylinder applied in instantaneous large power hydraulic operating mechanism such as ultrahigh voltage (UHV) circuit breaker finishes the stroke in a very short time (about 50 ms) driving 200 kg link transmission mechanism with speed up to more than 10 m/s. Dealing with the high speed, heavy load, and large quantity of flow, hydraulic cylinder utilized in UHV circuit breaker has more complicated cushion structure compared with common ones [11] .
It is of great significance to optimize the hydraulic cylinder structure in order to promote the cushion performance. While the flow field in the process of cushion is complex and changeful, proper modeling is a problem for researching cushion technology. Teng et al. applied derived dynamic equations and compared different machine cushions to prove the new designed machine cushion availability of absorbing impact forces and vibration waves [12, 13] . Wang et al. presented a fuel calibration system and mathematically modeled the system with AMESim simulation of which the numerical result is experimentally verified [14] . Wei et al. estimated the flow characteristics of the cushion structure by Reynolds number and further simulated the cylinder with 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering (13) (10)
(8)
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(1) computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis method [15] . Ghadimi et al. employed volume of fluid (VOF) simulation to offer the results of the linearized analytical solution with a fully nonlinear and viscous fluid flow solution [16] . Nevertheless, researches about cushion modeling mainly focus either on the analysis of the flow filed or on the whole hydraulic system. Further study needs to be conducted to find a balance between the two major research methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the main structure, principle, and mathematical model of the hydraulic cylinder cushion in one certain type of 1100 kV UHV circuit breaker. Then experiments of UHV circuit breaker prototype are accomplished to provide experimental data of pressure in Section 3. Meanwhile, three sets of simulation models (lumped parameter model, integrated simulation model, and CFD simulation model) are built to compare the performances of different models. The optimization of cushion structure is presented in Section 4 to promote the performance of hydraulic operating mechanism. Finally, some conclusions of the work are drawn in Section 5.
System Structure and Principle
The principle of one fast and high-flow-rate hydraulic cylinder in one certain type of 1100 kV UHV circuit breaker is shown in Figure 1 . The whole hydraulic system mainly completes close action and open action which controls the opening and closing of UHV circuit. Once the close action electromagnet valve 9 receives the voltage signal of close action, the control chamber of close action enlarge valve will lose pressure and valve port will open with high pressure oil entering the control chamber of main valve 6. As a result, the main valve spool will move to the close action location and the cushion chamber of hydraulic cylinder 7 will be filled with high pressure oil. Then the piston rod
Figure 2: Schematic diagram of hydraulic cylinder structure.
drives link mechanism and moving contact of UHV circuit breaker to finish the close action. Analogously, electromagnet valve 3 and enlarge valve 5 discharge the high pressure oil in control chamber of main valve 6 with spool moving to open action location. Afterwards, the cushion chamber of hydraulic cylinder decompresses and the piston pushed by high pressure oil will drive link mechanism and moving contact of UHV circuit breaker to accomplish the open action.
The schematic diagram of hydraulic cylinder structure is shown in Figure 2 . Compared with normal hydraulic cylinder, this one adopts more intricate and complicated structure with 9 steps.
In Figure 2 , is the diameter of cushion hole, L is the total length of cushion plunger, 1 ∼ 9 are the lengths of the steps, 1 ∼ 9 are the fit gaps between the step and cushion hole, 0 is the working pressure, 1 is the pressure in cushion chamber, 2 is the pressure in plunger chamber, is the equivalent mass of transmission mechanism, F is the load force exerted on the head of transmission mechanism, and 1 and 2 are the effective bearing pressure area of the two chambers.
As for the basic process of hydraulic cylinder cushion, there are three stages as local pressure loss, sharp edge throttling, and aperture throttling as shown in Figure 3 . The local pressure loss stage is caused by the sudden contraction of the flow channel at the start of cushion process. The pressure loss at the edge of cushion plunger and cushion hole forms the sharp edge throttling stage while the cushion plunger entering the cushion hole means the start of aperture throttling stage [17] .
(1) When the cushion plunger is far away from the cushion hole, oil in the cushion chamber discharges through the cushion hole. As the section of flow channel suddenly contracts, local pressure loss is generated. The quantity of flow equation is as follows:
where is discharge coefficient of the sudden contraction of the flow channel determined by the ratio of area before and after the contractive flow channel, d is diameter of cushion hole, and Δ is differential pressure between the contractive sections equaling the pressure in cushion chamber minus the pressure in plunger chamber.
(2) Once the cushion plunger approaches the cushion hole, the edge of the plunger and edge of plunger chamber will form into sharp edge throttling. The quantity of flow equation is as follows:
where is discharge coefficient of the sharp edge throttling, 0 is distance between the plunger and cushion hole at the beginning, is displacement of plunger, and is fit gap between the cushion plunger and cushion hole. (3) After the cushion plunger enters the cushion hole, the aperture throttling stage begins. The flow equation is based on the step structure of the cushion structure. On the condition that the th steps have already accessed into the cushion hole while part of the ( + 1)th step entered, the quantity of flow equation is as follows:
where is length and is the fit gap between the cushion plunger and hole when the step enters the cushion hole.
In an effort to describe the two transition points of the three stages, the paper considers the following:
(1) As the plunger moves, the flow quantity calculated from the sharp edge throttling stage begins to diminish. When it is less than or equal to the flow quantity calculated from the local pressure loss stage, the sharp edge throttling stage is assumed to take place:
(2) Similarly, if the flow quantity calculated from the aperture throttling stage is less than or equal to the flow from sharp edge throttling, the aperture throttling stage is considered to begin:
The values of obtained from the calculation through (4) and (5) are the location of the two transition points.
Equations (1)∼(3) describe the change pattern of flow quantity during the three stages. However, corresponding flow continuity equations and equilibrium equations are needed to solve the above equations. The flow continuity equation of cushion chamber at the local pressure loss stage is
At the sharp edge throttling stage and aperture throttling stage, the flow continuity equation is
where 1 is the volume of cushion chamber and is the bulk modulus of elasticity. The flow continuity equation of plunger chamber at the local pressure loss stage is
where 2 is the volume of plunger chamber, is the shrinkage coefficient of contraction, and V is the orifice area of plunger chamber. In the process of cushion, the dynamic motion of the piston can be derived as follows:
At the local pressure loss stage:
At the sharp edge throttling stage and aperture throttling stage:
where is the viscous damping coefficient.
Experiment and Simulation

Test Apparatus.
In order to evaluate the performance of the hydraulic operating mechanisms for UHV circuit breakers, experiments on prototype have been accomplished. On account of the entire components above the sealing rod in the sealed body filled with gas, the dynamic characteristics of moving contact can be obtained by conversion of characteristics of nonsealed components. There are two key parameters measured in experiments as follows.
(1) Displacement of Sealing Rod. Due to the high speed of mechanism motion and possible vibration, magnetic railings ruler is applied to test the displacement of sealing rod.
(2) Pressure in Cushion Chamber. Piezoelectric sensor is installed on the hydraulic cylinder which has high sensitivity, strong shock resistance, wide operating temperature range, long life, and reliable working condition.
The whole test apparatus is shown in Figure 4 . The original test data curves have obvious ripple as there exist gaps in link transmission mechanism, elastic deformation, hydraulic shock, and measuring error. Thus signal processing is utilized to express the nonlinear test data more accurately by basically removing the fluctuation caused by error signal. The processed experimental data of pressure is helpful for further validation of simulation model.
Simulation Model
Lumped Parameter Model of Hydraulic Cylinder.
According to the state equations of lumped parameter (1)∼(10), numerical computation model of hydraulic cylinder cushion has been built in MATLAB/Simulink as shown in Figure 5 .
The ode15s (stiff/NDF) solver is chosen. The step size is set to autovariable step with 5th order as the maximum order of numerical partial differential equations. After solving the lumped parameter model, the dynamic pressure characteristics of hydraulic cylinder are obtained as theoretical results to compare with other simulation models.
Integrated Simulation Model of Hydraulic Operating
Mechanism. As shown in Figures 1 and 4 , the hydraulic cylinder functions under the influence of the linkage mechanism and other hydraulic components in the hydraulic operating mechanism. Therefore, it is more practical to build an integrated simulation model taking all the components into consideration. The principle of physical coupling between different components models is shown in Figure 6 .
When the electromagnet valve receives the open or close action signal current, the hydraulic components begin to act which can be described as
where is the electromagnet mass, is the displacement of solenoid, is the electromagnet output force, is the viscous friction coefficient, and is the solenoid spring force. The dynamics motion models of hydraulic components are described as
where is the moving mass of hydraulic components, is the displacement of moving mass, is the flow force, pc is the positive control chamber pressure in hydraulic system, pc is the area of positive control chamber, nc is the negative control chamber pressure in hydraulic system, nc is the area of negative control chamber, V is the viscous damping force, is the flow force of different hydraulic components, is the spring force, and sc is the static/coulomb friction.
The linkage mechanism converts the output force, the velocity, and the displacement of the hydraulic cylinder to the moving contact which can be described as
where is the moving contact mass, is the moving contact displacement, is the force transmission ratio of linkage mechanism, ℎ is the output force of hydraulic cylinder, is the cushion force, and is the reaction force of moving contact.
Based on mathematical principle of all the components in hydraulic operating mechanisms and coupling principle (12)- (14) for UHV circuit breaker, the integrated simulation model is developed in AMESim as shown in Figure 7 . This integrated model considers mutual dynamic effects of three-stage valve, accumulator, and pipeline system along with compressibility of oil. Standard variable step size dynamical-integral solver is utilized. The total computation time is set to 0.2 s. Meanwhile, the data export and recording time interval are set to 10 −7 s. The main parameters of simulation are listed in Table 1 .
CFD Simulation Model of Cylinder Cushion.
All above simulation models can only acquire lumped parameter value of pressure in cushion chamber which reveals the pressure characteristics. Nevertheless, the oil in cushion chamber flows constantly which generates complicated flow field. In addition, there exist pressure gradient and velocity gradient in cushion chamber and plunger chamber. In this case, CFD analytical technology can be applied to obtain the pressure and velocity distribution in hydraulic cylinder which can be compared with lumped parameter simulation to further research the cushion characteristics of hydraulic cylinder [18, 19] . As the oil in hydraulic cylinder is considered to be compressible viscous fluid with constant viscidity, the basic principle of applying the CFD method can be described as follows:
(1) Mass conservation equation:
where vol is the control volume and is the control surface. (2) Momentum conservation equation:
The computational domain changing process of hydraulic cylinder cushion is shown in Figure 8 . Considering the present hydraulic cylinder geometry, full-scale simulation of the hydraulic cylinder has been implemented in the 2D axisymmetric swirl model to save computational time and resources as shown in Figure 9 . The following model was constructed using ICEM CFD 15.0 and simulated using FLUENT 15.0 software.
On account of big difference between the size of steps and size of hydraulic cylinder, the mesh should be divided into different parts with local domain in dense mesh. Through multiple schemes of mesh method, mixing type of quadrangle and triangle unstructured grid is utilized.
By applying dynamic mesh technology in this case, the calculation domain is split into several faces with interfaces connected. As a result, there will not be mutual affection from different meshes and nodes. Furthermore, the meshes near the steps in face 2 should be divided elaborately as the irregular structure and small size. For the sake of accuracy of calculation, the number of mesh nodes around the steps was increased from 10 to 40 to ensure that the calculation results were mesh-independent. The corresponding results of mesh sensitivity analysis are shown in Figure 10 . It is found that the number of nodes does not affect the results of the peak pressure beyond 30. For other step diameters in our simulation, the number of nodes can be chosen proportionally according to above results. The final mesh is shown in Figure 11 with 67641 cells and 52176 nodes.
After meshing in different faces, 6DOF model is utilized to obtain dynamic characteristics of plunger without designation of motion law of plunger. UDF (user-defined function) is applied to give the value of mass, rotational inertia, and location of centroid. Then the viscous model is set to SST -omega and dynamic mesh option is chosen with layering mesh methods. The time step is set with variable time step by Events function which guarantees the accuracy of calculation and saves unnecessary calculation time. While the convergence precision is set to 1 × 10 −6 , the total time step is assigned to be 10000 with 500 maximum iterations per step. (1) When = 0.00001s, the pressure distribution and velocity vectors are shown in Figure 12 . At the start of cushion process as local pressure loss stage, the plunger is far away from the cushion chamber. The flow field is steady with even pressure gradient. The highest pressure exists in the left part of cushion chamber.
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(2) When = 0.01s, the pressure distribution and velocity vectors are shown in Figure 13 .
The pressure distribution shows that the cushion process is still at the local pressure loss stage, whereas the plunger is close to the cushion chamber and the pressure gradient begins to concentrate on the cushion chamber. The maximum pressure tends to fill the cushion chamber. (3) When = 0.02s, the pressure distribution is shown in Figure 14 .
The plunger has not entered the oil plunger chamber when the cushion process enters the sharp edge throttling stage. The throttle surface forms into a conical face lying between plunger and cylinder wall as shown in Figure 15 . The pressure gradually drops from the cushion chamber to oil plunger chamber while the velocity direction is perpendicular to the conical face.
(4) When = 0.025s, the pressure distribution is shown in Figure 16 .
At this time, the first step enters cushion chamber with the entire cushion chamber in maximum pressure. The throttle surface is still a conical face as shown in Figure 17 .
(5) When = 0.035s, the local pressure distribution and velocity vectors are shown in Figure 18 .
Part of the second step has already entered the cushion chamber. The throttle surface at the second step is a conical face while the throttle surface between the cushion chamber and first step is an anchor ring.
The CFD analysis fits well with the theoretical analysis of the three stages of cushion process, whereas the CFD calculation results show that the sharp edge stage and aperture throttling stage both exit when the step enters the cushion chamber. Thus the effect on the plunger of both sharp edge stage and aperture throttling stage should be considered during the whole cushion process.
Validation of the Pressure Characteristics.
The pressure characteristics in cushion chamber during open action are shown in Figure 19 from calculation results of different simulation models and test data.
The pressure curve from lumped parameter model has roughly similar tendency compared to test data. The difference may be caused by the ignorance of compressibility and simultaneous coexistence of different cushion stages. Although the lumped parameter model is not suitable for analysis of pressure characteristics, it can be applied to analyze the cushion process grossly. The pressure curve of integrated model resembles the test data which can reveal the phasic process of energy transmission during cushion. The existing of curve offset compared to test data may be caused by the delay of electrical signal during real test and errors caused by multiple tests. As the integrated model can simulate the pressure characteristics, it can be applied to further study the characteristics of hydraulic cylinder.
Despite the CFD model having less similar pressure curve than the integrated model, it also fits well with the tendency of test data. In addition, the pressure curve from CFD model has resemblance to the pattern of pressure fluctuation when the plunger enters the cushion chamber.
Comparisons between Different Simulation Models.
The three simulation models, as complex as the flow field in cushion chamber, have their own advantages and disadvantages as shown in Table 2 . Although the lumped parameter model has the lowest accuracy, it can be applied for quick calculation of the peak pressure. Meanwhile, the pressure curve of integrated simulation model is more similar to the test data than the other models on the whole from the comparison of different simulation models and test data. The major reason for the deviation of curves from the lumped parameter model and CFD simulation model is ignorance of influence of other components in the hydraulic operating mechanism. On the other hand, the better resemblance in pressure curves proves the integrated simulation model reliable. Meanwhile, the CFD model can be helpful for analyzing the flow field in cushion chamber.
Optimal Design of Key Structural Parameters
The hydraulic shock in hydraulic cylinder can be relieved by reasonable cushion structure and optimal design. The lower the hydraulic shock is, the more impulsive load caused by the hydraulic shock can be reduced to improve the kinematic accuracy and reliability of UHV circuit breaker. In the industry design of hydraulic cylinder, the main concern is the plunger structure and some key structural parameters such as diameter of cushion hole, length, and diameter of plunger. Through following study of structural parameters, the optimal scheme is presented to promote the original cushion performance of hydraulic cylinder. From the comparison of different simulation models, the integrated model of hydraulic operating mechanism can reveal the whole working condition of UHV circuit breaker with less error. Therefore, the integrated model is utilized to research the cushion performance of hydraulic cylinder.
Option of Cushion Plunger Structure.
In theoretical design of plunger, there are three main structures, as cylinder, cone, and parabola. In the meantime, the initial gap between the head of plunger and cushion hole is the main structure parameter affecting the cushion performance. Taking the three main plunger structures as study object, the comparison of cushion performances is analyzed with variation of gap.
The schematic diagram of the three-plunger structure is shown in Figure 20 . According to the parameter of actual product, the value of gap is set between 1 mm and 2 mm. The optimal structure needs to have less cushion peak pressure, proper cushion time, slower cushion final velocity, and no reverse impact.
The cushion performance of different plunger structure is shown in Figures 21, 22, and 23 .
The bigger gap with cylindrical structure can reduce the peak cushion pressure. However, the cushion final velocity keeping a high value will cause huge impact to the hydraulic cylinder.
The conical structure can have less cushion peak pressure and lower final velocity with proper change of gap. When the gap is 1.4 mm, the peak pressure drops are 45.85% and the final velocity drops are 60% compared to the original value.
In addition, the parabolic structure can also have less cushion peak pressure with proper gap value. Nevertheless, the final velocity remaining around 2 m/s still causes a certain extent of impact.
With comprehensive analysis, the conical structure has better cushion performance with proper gap value which can be utilized in industry product.
Influence of Structure Parameter on the Cushion Performance.
Although the conical structure has better cushion performance, the cushion plunger in practical application of the industry generally applies step structure to approach proper structure considering the processing craft and cost. In order to offer available design schemes, the original step structure is taken as study object by applying Taguchi method for analysis [20, 21] . The length of plunger 0 , diameter of cushion hole, and diameter of plunger were selected as control factors to analyze the influence of structure parameters on the cushion performance and their levels are listed in Table 3 . The most suitable orthogonal array 18 (2 1 × 3 2 ) was selected to determine the optimal cushion performance and to analyze the effects of structural parameters [22] .
The peak pressure max and final velocity end are taken as output variables. The results of simulation calculation and / ratio values are listed in Table 4 . In this study, the goal of optimization is to minimize the peak pressure and final velocity. Therefore the lower-the-better quality characteristic is selected among the three kinds of quality characteristics as shown in
where is the observed data at the th test and is the number of observations of the experiment [23] .
Analysis of the effect of each control factor on the peak pressure and final velocity is performed in Table 5 . This table, which is made by using the Taguchi technique, shows the optimal levels of control factors for the optimal peak pressure and final velocity.
The level values of control factors for max and end given in Table 5 determined from these graphs. According to this, the levels and / ratios for the factors giving the best max value were specified as factor (Level 2, / = −35.819), factor (Level 3, / = −35.346), and factor (Level 3, / = −34.846). Similarly, the levels and / ratios for the factors giving the best end value were specified as factor (Level 1, / = 0.776), factor (Level 2, S/ = 3.369), and factor (Level 3, S/ = 2.283).
The changes in the peak pressure and final velocity were obtained from the Taguchi orthogonal simulation as shown in Figures 26 and 27 , respectively.
In peak pressure, the larger diameter of cushion hole displays an advantage over the smaller one. However, there is not much change in the final velocity affected by the diameter of cushion hole. This can be explained by the fact that the diameter of cushion hole mainly affects the process of local pressure loss stage which reduces the peak pressure and has weak influence on the final velocity. In the meantime, the length of plunger shows contrast tendencies of effect on peak pressure and final velocity. One possible reason for this is that the pressure reduces in a quite short time while the plunger reaches the end without enough time in this case. This leads to quick decreases in pressure while the velocity has not changed much. As for the diameter of plunger, the larger value will decrease the peak pressure and final velocity. This is because the diameter of plunger influences the whole cushion process which is related to the peak pressure and final velocity as shown in (10)- (11) .
In order to further analyze the effects of diameter of cushion hole, length of plunger, and diameter of plunger on peak pressure and final velocity, ANOVA method is applied to determine the individual interactions of all the control factors [24] . The ANOVA results for the peak pressure and final velocity are shown in Table 6 . A 95% confidence level is carried out to identify the control parameters that affect peak pressure and final velocity. The significance of control factors in ANOVA is determined by comparing the values of each control factor. The last column of the table shows the percentage value of each parameter contribution which indicates the degree of influence on peak pressure and final velocity. According to Table 6 , the percent contribution of factors , , and on peak pressure is 0.04%, 11.97%, and 71.61%, respectively. This shows that the most effective factor on peak pressure is diameter of plunger. Similarly, the percent contribution of factors , , and on final velocity is 0.61%, 82.8%, and 10.68%, respectively. Thus, the most important factor affecting the final velocity is length of plunger.
The variable (diameter of plunger) has the most impact on the cushion pressure and final velocity, whereas the cushion pressure and final velocity cannot reach the optimal value as each influential tendency is contrary. Thus each parameter should be considered in practical design of plunger structure to prove lower pressure with less final velocity.
From the analysis of different plunger structures and structural parameters, the conical structure has better cushion performance with proper design. Through different optimal design schemes, one with 85 mm length of plunger, 50 mm diameter of cushion hole, and 95 mm diameter of plunger has the best cushion effect as shown in Figure 28 . The optimal scheme lowers 45.19% of the peak pressure and lowers 59.12% of the final velocity. 
Conclusions
Within this paper, a fast and high-flow-rate hydraulic cylinder applied in large transient power hydraulic system is presented to analyze the cushion characteristics with three different simulation models. Experiments results are obtained to verify the reasonability of different models. The following conclusions are obtained from the comparisons between different simulation models and analysis of cushion characteristics:
(1) The integrated simulation model of the hydraulic system has better engineering application value with less error compared with lumped parameter model and CFD model. However, the CFD model can reveal the cushion process more precisely than the other models.
(2) The conical cushion plunger structure has better cushion performance with proper design than the column and parabolic structure.
(3) The diameter of cushion hole and length of plunger have different effects on the peak pressure and final velocity during cushion process while the bigger diameter of plunger has positive function to lower the peak pressure and final velocity. Therefore, the value of diameter of cushion hole and length of plunger should be designed by considering peak pressure and final velocity comprehensively. Optimal scheme of cushion structure can lower about 50% of the peak pressure and final velocity.
Although the three different modeling methods can be effective in studying the fast and high-flow-rate hydraulic cylinder, there still exit some errors by ignoring the complexity of transition from different stages during cushion process. Also, more structural parameters can be considered to promote the cushion performance. Our next work will perform a further study of the principle of cushion process with interaction of different stages.
